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CONVERSE THEOREMS AND EXTENSIONS IN

CHEBYSHEV RATIONAL APPROXIMATION TO

CERTAIN ENTIRE FUNCTIONS IN [0, + oo)

BY

G. MEINARDUS, A. R. REDDYi1), G. D. TAYLOR^) AND R. S. VARGA(3)

ABSTRACT.  Recent interest in rational approximations to e~x  in [O, + oo),

arising naturally in numerical methods for approximating solutions of heat-con-

duction-type parabolic differential equations, has generated results showing that

the best Chebyshev rational approximations to e~   , and to reciprocals of certain

entire functions, have errors for the interval [O, + oo)  which converge geometri-

cally to zero.   We present here some related converse results in the spirit of the

work of S. N. Bernstein.

1.  Introduction.   In numerical methods for approximating solutions of heat-

conduction-type equations, one necessarily considers matrix approximations of

(1.1) e~tA,

where A   is an n x n Hermitian and positive definite matrix, and where  t,   the

time parameter, belongs to [0, + oo).   Though rational Padé matrix approximations

of e~l     ate familiar (cf. [7, Chapter 8]),  rational Chebyshev matrix approximations

of e~'     have only recently been considered ([2], [8]),  and are associated with

rational approximations of e~x  in [0, + oo).   Specifically, if for any nonnegative

integer m, n     denotes the collection of real polynomials of degree at most  772,

and if 77 for any nonnegative integers  m and 72  similarly denotes the collec-

tion of all real rational functions  r      (x) = p   (x)/q (x), p     £ n   , a    £ tt   ,  then
m,n cm nn rm m    ^n n'

let

<L2> A7ZZ,Z2S       Ínf     lk"X-rm      (x)||L 0<772<72,
77 ooL v '     J

Z7Z.72

denote the Chebyshev constants fot e~x  on [0, + oo).

In [2],  the following was established.

Theorem 1.   Let \ 772(72)!°°      be any sequence of nonnegative integers with

0 < 772(72) < 72 for each n > 0.   Then the Chebyshev constants X   ,  .      for e~x   in
— —       ' — * m(n),n   '
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[O, + oo) converge geometrically to zero, i.e.

(i-3) S.v^-'è'i'1
where  a = 0.1392. . .   is the real solution of 2ae = 1.   Moreover,

(1.4) ïir^   (A0 J1/n>7-
77 —.CO ' 6

In [4],  the geometric convergence of the Chebyshev constants to zero was

extended to a wider class of entire functions.   Let f(z) = 2fl0 a, z     be an entire

function with M Ar) = supi   i_   |/(z)|   its maximum modulus function.   Then, / is

said to be of perfectly regular growth (p, B) (cf. Boas [l, p. 8] and Valiron [6, p. 453)

iff there exist two (finite) positive numbers p  and B   such that

In Mir)
(1.5) lim-—-= B.

r —.oo rP

In [4],  the following was established.

Theorem 2.  Let j(z) = 2TLna,z     be any entire function of perfectly regular

growth (p, B) with a, > 0 for all k > 0,  and for any nonnegative integers  m and

72   with   0 < 772 < 72,    let

1
(1.6) A        =    inf

77

.'       (x)
fix)       m'n s[°.~]

denote the Chebyshev constants for  l// ¿72  [0, + co).   Then, for any sequence

{ 7tz(«)}°°_0  with 0 < 722(77) < n for each n > 0,

,1/72     -(1.7) lim (A   ,  ,   V/n <—— < 1.
77-.CO       m(")." -71/P

Moreover,

I/77 -(1.8) lim   (A0 „)1/n>-

The results of Theorem 2 give then sufficient conditions on f(z) so that its

associated Chebyshev constants A . . of (1.6), 0 < min) < n, converge geomet-

rically to zero as 72 —> co. In the spirit of Bernstein's classical inverse-type theo-

rems for polynomial and trigonometric polynomial approximation on finite intervals,

the first aim of this paper is to give necessary conditions on fix) tot this geomet-

ric convergence on the infinite interval [O, + <x>). This will be discussed in §2.

In addition, similar necessary conditions for geometric convergence on the infinite

interval (— 00, + co)  will also be given.

Upon examining the results of Theorem 2, we see that the bounds of (1.7)—

(1.8) depend upon p,  but do not depend upon B.   This suggests that the results
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of Theorem 2, giving sufficient conditions on the entire function f(z)  to ensure

geometric convergence to zero of the Chebyshev constants, can be generalized to

a wider class of entire functions.   The second aim of this paper is to consider

just such generalizations of Theorem 2.   This will be discussed in §3-   Finally,

in §4 quasi-analytic extensions in the sense of S. N. Bernstein will be given.

2.   A converse theorem.   To establish a converse result to Theorems 1—2

which gives necessary conditions of   / such that the Chebyshev constants A

of l// converge geometrically to zero, we first introduce some notation.   For given

r > 0 and s > 1,  let >s>(r, s) denote the unique open ellipse in the complex plane

with foci at x = 0 and x = r and semimajor and semiminor axes  a  and b  such

that b/a = (s    - l)/(s    + l).   Tn more familiar notation,

(2.1) z = x + iy £ ë>(r, s)     iff
(x-r/2)'

[(r/4)(s+ 1/s)]2     [(r/4)(s- 1/s)]2

< 1.

If F (z)  is any entire function, we denote by zVip(r, s)  the maximum modulus of F

in &{r, s),   i.e.

MAr, s) = supi|FU)|:   z £ &(r, s)\.(2.2) -F

We now state one of our main results.

Theorem 3.   Let f(x) be a real continuous function (not fk 0)  on [0, + oo),

and assume that there exist a sequence oí real polynomials ¡ft (x)!°° „,   with  t>    e
i i c      j rn 77-0 r7Z

77    for each n > 0,  aT?.^ a real number q > 1  such that

(2.3) lim
n —»oo p(x)      f(x)

A In

Loo[°>°°]

<-< 1.

Then, there exists an entire function F{z) with F(x) = fix) for all x > 0,  and F

is of finite order p,  i.e.

(2.4) lim
,■ —.CO

In In MF(r)

In r P<

In addition, for every s > 1,  there exist constants  K = K(s, q) > 0, 0 = 0(s, q) > 1,

and r   = rAs, q) > 0 such that

(2.5) MF(r, s)<(K 11/11 Loo[0,7])9     forallr>r0.

If, (or each s > 1,  6 (s)  is defined by

In Mp(r, s)

(2.6) lim
r-»oo j In | .[M

= 0(s)
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when  ||/||l   [o r]  z5 unbounded as  r —» <», aTîa" 6(s) = 1   otherwise, then the order

p  of F satisfies

\ In d(s)
(2.7) p<   inf

}■
s>\ (ln[1/2+ 14 U + lA)]

and this upper bound for the order p  is in general best possible.

Proof.  For any a    with a > a    > 1,  it follows from (2.3) that there exists a

positive integer 72  (a  )  such that

(2.8) 1l/P„-l//llL   ro co!< l/<     forall 72>721(a ).

Next, define

(2.9) W/r)=N/lLoaÉ<M     for each  0 < r < co.

Fixing r > 0,  the fact that a    exceeds unity implies that there exists a least inte-

ger 722(r)  such that

(2.10) q\> q\- mf(r) > q"/2    for all n > n2(r).

With 72    = maxi«.(aj), n (r)\, a simple manipulation of the inequality of (2.8),

coupled with the second inequality of (2.10), gives us that

\pn(x) - f(x)\ < m2(r)/(q1 - m/r)) < 2m2(r)/qr[

for any n> n    and all x with 0 < x < r and f(x) /= 0.   But from the continuity of

/, this implies that

(2.11) || pn- /i| Laa[0tr]<2m2(r)/q1    fotalln>ny

In order to apply results of S. N. Bernstein, we now make the change of variables

Hi + t)/2 = x,   0<x<r,  - 1 < t < 1,  and define

(2.12) h(t;  r) = f\r(l + t)/2Í

Because / is real and continuous on [0, + co),  h(t; r)  is a real continuous function

on [- 1, + l]  for each parameter r > 0.   If

■n{h(.;  r)U     inf    K-M-;  r)||L   f_x +1]

denotes the error in the best Chebyshev polynomial approximation in n     to

h(- ; r)  on [-1, + l],  then the inequality of (2.11) immediately implies that

En\h(-;  r)\ < 2m2(r)/q\    for all 72 > 723.

But, as  r > 0  is fixed and a.   is an arbitrary number with q > q. > 1,  this implies

that
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lim   [Ejbi'i   r)\]l/n<l/q     for each  r > 0.
72 —>O0

Hence, using a result of S. N. Bernstein (cf. [3, p- 86]),  this means that h(t; r)

can, for each r > 0,  be extended to an analytic function in the open ellipse  •&

with foci   ±1  and semimajor and semiminor axes a  and  b such that a + b = q > 1.

Because

y2
z = x + ty

c x y
£ ë„     iff-+- < 1,

[lÁ(q+l/q)]2      Wliq-l/q)]2

this means, using (2.1) and (2.12), that / can be extended to a function  F{z)

which is analytic in the ellipse v?(r, q).   But as  r is an arbitrary positive real

number, and any complex number w  is, as is readily verified, in oir, q)  tot all r

sufficiently large, then  Fiz)  is evidently analytic in the whole complex plane, i.e.

F  is an entire function, which proves the first part of the theorem.

Continuing, let a it; r) = p \ril + t)/2\.   Then, the inequality of (2.11) can be

rewritten as

lk„(-,  r)-hi-;  ^>IL   r_I> + !|<2»»|(<r)/^     for all'72 > 723.

With the triangle inequality, and the definitions of (2.9) and (2.12), we deduce from

the above inequality that

and

"a"(''  r)"Loo["1. + 1] - W/r) + lm)Wq\     for all 72 > 723,

K + l(-;  r)-o¿-,  ^LJ-i.+HÍrtl + f^A/M/f?*1     for all 72 > 72,

Making use of another result of S. N. Bernstein (cf. [3, p. 92]),  the above inequali-

ties can, for any s  with  1 < s < a.,  be extended to any z £ <o     by

(2.13) \o¿z;  7)| < (mf(r) + 2m2{r)/q1)sn     for all 72 > 72,,   z £ &s,

and

(2.14) \an + 1{z;   r)-aniz;  r)\ < 2Ü + q {) m2ir) is/qj"*1     for all 72 > 723,   z £ &s.

From these inequalities, the series

DO

o-n^z;   r) +   Y^    \onJrliz;   r) - an(z;  r)\

"="3

necessarily converges uniformly on is     to an analytic function which, as is easily

seen, is  h(z; r).   With the bounds of (2.13) and (2.14) applied to the above sum,

it follows that
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/ 2772,2(r)\ /    a,

\h(z;  r)\ < Í 772/r) + -~-\s      + 2Ü + ^ 1} M/(r) ( ̂ T

for ail z £ is   .   Noting from (2.10) that  2m.(r)/q   3  < 1,  the above inequality
s /i

becomes

\h(z;  r)\ <mf(r)\2 + (l + q^s/(qx - 5)!s"3     for all  Z £ &s.

However, from the definitions of (2.1) and (2.12), this means that

|FU)| <772/(r)!2 + (l + a1)s/(a1-S)!5"3     for all z £ &(r, s),

which in turn, from (2.2), implies that

(2.15)   Mp(r, s)< mf(r)\2 + (l + q])s/(ql - s^s"5     fot all  r> 0,  all  K s < qy

Consider now the nondecreasing function of r, mir).   We first assume that

772,(r)  is unbounded as  r —>co.   Then, for any r-   sufficiently large with mir ) > 1,

define

(2.16)

It can be verified, using the nondecreasing nature of 772.(7-)  and the fact from (2.10)

that 72    = 722(r) < ((ln(2a  ) + In mir))/In q ),  that s   3 < (m.(r)Y  tot all r > rQ.   In

other words, from (2.15),

MF(r, s)<i2 + (l + a1)S/(a1-s)![772/(r)]1+r    for all  r > rQ,  all  K s < q v

Because  m,(r),  by assumption, is nondecreasing and unbounded as  r —> co,  it is

clear from (2.16) that, for any s  chosen with  1 < s < a   ,  there is an r   > 0  such

that Ar.) < 1,  and hence with  K = K(q ., s) s {2 + (l + q.)s/(q   - s)\A,  we have

that

-^
(2.17) Mp(r, s) < \Kmf(r)\2     fot all r>rQ,  all   l<s<qv

For the remaining case when 772,(r)  is bounded, i.e.  mir) < a < 00 fot all r > 0,  we

see from (2.10) that n (r),  and hence n   ,  is independent of r.   In this case, (2.15)

becomes

(2.18) Mp(r, s) <oK2sni     tor all r> 0,  all  K s < qy

As is readily verified, if for s > 1, p = p(s)  is defined by

(2.19) P = Jail + H(s+ 1/s)} > 1,

then the open disk \z: \z\ < (p — l)r\  is contained in &(r, s).   Consequently, by

the maximum modulus principle,
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(2.20) Mpdfi - 1) r) < Mp(r, s)     tot all  r > 0.

Combining the inequalities of (2.18) and (2.20), we see that Mp(r) is bounded for

all r > 0,  so that F(z) = c  fot all z.   Because  Fix)  agrees with fix)  on  [0, + °°),

the assumption that fix)  is not identically zero on [0, + oo) gives us that F{z) =

c /■ 0 for all z,  and in this case, the inequality of (2.17) is trivially satisfied.

We now show that the entire function  F   is of finite order p, where p   is de-

fined by (2.4).   It is geometrically evident from the definition of pi  in (2.19) that

the ellipse cs(r/fi, s),  fot  1 < s < q   ,  contains all points of the interval (0, r) fot

any r > 0.   Hence, by the maximum modulus principle again,  722.(7) < il_(r/u, s),

and thus from (2.17),  Mp(r, s) < (KMp(r/u, s))    fot all r > fir .    From induction on

the above inequality and the inequality of (2.20), it follows that

(2.21) Mp((ß - 1) r) < MF(r, s) <\K2MF(r/um, s)\2™     for all  r > ,/%.

In a similar way, we have that

(2.22) mi(r)<\K2ml{r/fim)\2m     for all  r > ,/%.

For each r > r  ,  choose the nonnegative integer 222  such that am      > r/r   > ¡j.m.

A short calculation based on the inequalities of (2.21) gives us that

_    In In M Ar)      1    7

(2.23) p=-   lim-1_<Í2_£,
7—>oo In r In ¡x

proving that F(z)  is an entire function of finite order p < (in 2)/(ln p).   But as

this inequality is valid for all s  with  1 < s < q    < q,  it holds also for s = q, i.e.

from (2.19),

(2.24) p<
In \V2[1 + V2(q +  l/q)]\

Continuing the proof of Theorem 3, we now establish the inequality of (2.5).

We already know from (2.17) that for any ¿7 with  1 < s < q  ,  MAr, s) < iK772.(r)!

for all r > r  .   Next, it is easy to verify geometrically that &(r, s) C &(r', s')  fot

r' > r,  where  s'  and s  are connected by (cf. (2.19))

(2.25) (p(s')- l)r' = (¡i(s)- l)r.

Given any s > 1,  choose  a = r'/r > 1   such that s', determined from (2.25), satis-

fies  1 < s' < q   ;  this is always possible for  a sufficiently large.   Then, fixing

a and s',  it follows from &(r, s) C &(r', s') = &(a.r, s')  that Mp(r, s) < MAar, s').

But as   1 < s' < q      we can apply (2.17), i.e.  m (r) < M   (r, s) < M Aar, s') <

(Km.(ar))    for all r > r./a,  the first inequality following from the fact that [O, r]

C &(r, s).   Making use of the inequality of (2.22), we deduce from the above ine-

quality that
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MF(r, s)<{K2mf(ar/ßm(s'))}2m + l     for all  ar>ßm(s')r0.

Now, choose  772  sufficiently large so that  a < pm(s').   For this choice of 772,  we

have M Ar, s) < \K2mir)\2 fot all r > r_,  the desired result of (2.5).

To establish the inequality of (2.7), it is sufficient to assume that   ||/||L   f0   "1

is unbounded as  r —n».   In this case, if follows from (2.5) that

(2.26) 0(s)=   lim   {——->>1

is finite for each  s > 1.   For s > 1  fixed, if follows from (2.26) that for any e > 0,

there is an r (e, s) > 0  such that

MFU s) <i||/||Loû[Mî(?(S)+i)    for all  r>rQ(e, s),

from which it follows, as in (2.21), that

MF(r, s) < \Mp(r/pm(s), ff)|#U>+«>*     for all  r > ßm{s) . ^ $)<

The above inequality, as in the proof of (2.23), gives us that

.In In MF(r)     Jn £(s)
lim->- <-—-    for each  s > 1,

r -00        ln r in n(s)

from which we conclude   that

, In 6(s)
P S inf

s>l   (In p(s)

the desired result of (2.7).

Finally, to show that the inequality of (2.7) is in general best possible, con-

sider any entire function f(z) = 2?°_n a,z     of perfectly regular growth (p, B)  (cf.

(1.5)) with a. > 0, a, > 0 for all k > 0.   By Theorem 2, the assumptions of

Theorem 3 are fulfilled.   Because / is of perfectly regular growth (p, B),  it fol-

lows from (1.5) that for any 8 > 0,

ln M.(8r)
(2.27) lim   ---L-        §;>.

r —co  in Mf(r)

But, because the coefficients  a,   of / are all nonnegative, then M Ar, s) =

Mip(s) ■ r)  and  11/II,    rn   i = Mir)  fot all r > 0,  all s > 1.   Thus, from (2.27) and
I -.     *-CotU,rJ / r\,

the definition of 0(s)  in (2.6), it follows that 9(s) = (p(s))p, so that

[la 6(s)]íln^sh
for each s > 1,

i.e. equality holds in (2.7).     Q.E.D.

The following are consequences of Theorem 3 and its proof.   The first is

merely a sharpened restatement of the inequality of (2.24).
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Corollary 1.  // f(x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3,  and p > 0  is the

order of the entire function F(z),  then

(2.28) q<2l/p+1 - 1 +((2l/P+1- l)2-l)^,

with strict inequality holding if F  is of type B = + oo (cf. (3.8)).

We remark that the bound of (2.28) simultaneously improves the upper bound

a < 6 of (1.4) of Theorem 1 for the case p = 1, as well as the upper bound a <

2 "of (1.8) of Theorem 2 for the more general case p > 0.

Corollary 2.  // f(x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3 and ||/||,    rQ ^1

is bounded, then f(x) = c /= 0.

The point of Corollary 2 is that it is easy to give examples of entire functions

which are real on [0, + oo)  which cannot possess the property of (2.3).   For ex-

ample F(z) = cos z + 2  is such a function.   A less obvious example which makes

use of the inequality of (2.5) is  Fiz) = (z + l)(2 + cos z),  which is an entire func-

tion of order p = 1,  for which r + 1 < 722 .(r) < 3(r + l)  for all r > 0.   But since

|F(z)|   grows exponentially along the imaginary axis, it is clear that the necessary

condition of (2.5) of Theorem 3 cannot hold for all  r sufficiently large.

It is of interest to know that there is an analogue of Theorem 3 which deals with

approximations on the infinite interval (- 00, + 00).   In fact, this extension to

(- 00, + 00)  directly follows the steps of the proof of Theorem 3, with the interval

[O, r]  being replaced by [- r, + r].   If (%(r, s),  fot r > 0 and s > 1, denotes the

open ellipse in the  complex plane  with foci at ±r and semimajor arid semiminor

axes a  and b  such that b/a = is2 - l)/is2 + l),  then, in analogy with (2.2),

define

(2.29) MFir, s) = sup \\F(z)\:   z e ¡lir, s)\.

We then have

Theorem 4.   Let fix)  be a real continuous function inot >= O)  072  (— 00, + 00),

and assume that there exist a sequence of real polynomials  \p ix)\aa_ ,  with p

£ 17    for each n > 0, and a real number q > 1  such that

(2.30) lim
72 -<oo »„M   IM

Loo[-~>+~]j q

Then, there exists an entire function  F(z) with F(x) = f(x) for all x with — 00 <

x < + 00,  and F  is of finite order p  (cf. (2.24)).   /tz addition, for every s > 1,

there exist constants  K = K(s, a) > 0, 0 = 0(s, q) > 1, and r   = rAs, a) > 0 such

that
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(2.31) V^^^^H/llL^-r.+r]1        f°rallr^r0-

If, for each s > 1,  6(s)  is defined by

(2.32)
!ln Mp(r, s)

-~7,-n-

ln m^[-r.  K]
ê(s)

when  ||/|| i    r_r>+rl   is unbounded as  r —> <»,  and 6(s) = 1   otherwise, then the

order p  of F satisfies

(2.33)
,  .   .   (        In §{s)        \

P <   inf   <-p—-;-r > ,
_ s>l lln [s/2 + l/2s]i

and this upper bound for the order p  is in general best possible.

We conclude this section with the remark that f(z) = ez   = 2?°_0 a, z   ,   of per-

fectly regular growth (p = 2, B = l)  and a,  > 0 for all  k > 0,  necessarily satisfies

(by virtue of Theorem 2) the hypotheses of Theorem 4,  and gives the case of

equality in (2.32).

3-   Some sufficient conditions for geometric convergence.   In this section, we

make use of the property of (2.5) of Theorem 3 to establish new sufficient condi-

tions on / for the geometric convergence to zero of its Chebyshev constants, as

in (2.3).

Theorem 5.   Let f(z) = 2TD_. a,z     be an entire function with a- > 0 and a,

> 0 for all k > 1.   // there exist real numbers A > 0, s > \, 6 > 0,  aTîai r. > 0

such that

(3.1) Mf(r, s)<A(\\f\\L   [0>r])6    forallr>r0,

then there exist a sequence of real polynomials \p (x)i°°_„  with  ft    £ n    for each
c r, 77 — 0 r 77 77    '

n > 0, and a real number q > s   "       ' > 1  such that

(3-2) lim
77 ->oo

(_J._1_ )l/"

\  Pn{x)      f(x)   L^O.co])

= 2<i.

Consequently, if A denote the Chebyshev constants for  \/f in [0, + °°)  (cf.

(1.6)),  then ¡or any sequence of positive integers [772(72)!°°      with  0 < m(n) < n,

then

(3-3) ÎÏJ^J"'i\<i-
Proof.   For each r > 0,   let a  (x; r) £ v     denote the best Chebyshev approxi-

mation to /  in [O, r],  i.e.
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(3-4) «^^^)llL^[0,7]%inf77J|/-C7jLoo[0ir],MA

It is well known that a  (x; r)  can be regarded as a polynomial interpolation of

f(x)  on [0, r],  i.e. there exist 0 < x (r) < x (r) < ■ ■ ■ < x   + .(r) < r such that

a ix .ir); r) = fix .ir)),  1 < / < 72 + 1.   Express  a  (x; r)  in Newton interpolation

series form, i.e.

qn(x;   r) = fix At)) + /[x^r), x2(r)](x - x ¿r))

+ ...+ f[Xi{r)t . . . , xn+l(r)] • fl (x - x.(r)),
;' = l

where f[x Ar), ■ • ■ , x , + .(r)]  are divided differences of / in the points  x ir),---,

x. + 1(r).   As is well known,  /[xj(r),- • • , x. + 1(r)] = /(,'Htf )//'! where Xj(r) < cf <

x.,.(r),  and because of. the assumption, that the Taylor coefficients are all nonneg-

ative, these divided differences are evidently all nonnegative.   Thus,  a  (x; r)  is

monotonically increasing as a function of x  for all x > r.   Next, let p ix; r) =

a (x; r) + 8 ir) fot each 72 > 0.   From (3-4), it is clear that'72 72 —

(3-5) Pnix;   r) > f(x) > f(0) > 0     for all  x £  [0, r].

Similarly, from the monotonie nature of p (x; r) as a function of x  for all x > r,

we also have that p (x; r) > f(r)  for all x > r.    But as f(x),  by hypothesis, is

nondecreasing on [0, + oo),  we also have that f(x) > f(r) > 0 for all x > r.   Hence,

from the above two inequalities,

(3.6) |l//(x) - l/pn(x;   r)\ < 2/f(r)     fot all  x > r.

For the interval [0, r]  on the other hand, it follows from (3.5) that

I   1 1
/(x)      p   (x;   r)

\pn(x;r)-f(x)\      28n(r)
——-— <-—, X £   [0, r].

fix) - pn(x;   r)    -  /2(0)

Next, since / is by hypothesis an entire function, another result of S. N. Bern-

stein (cf. [3, p. 9l])  gives us that

5tzW = HZ - ?„<•;   '>« Lao[0,r] < *fa *V(* - 1) S»

for any s > 1   and any 72 > 0.   Now choose the  s > 1  for which (3-1) is valid.

Then, using the hypothesis of (3.1) and noting that  ||/||,    fo A = fir).  1C follows

from the last two inequalitites that

(3.7)        ||l//(x) - l/pnix;  »0||L    [(>„,] < Bf6(r)/s"     fot all  22 > 0,  all  r > rQ,

where  B = 2A/i(s - l)/   (0)i.   Now, the assumption that f(r)  is unbounded as  r —»

00 gives us that there exist a positive integer 72,   and an  7(72) > r    such   that
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f(r(n)) = s"'(1+   ' for ail 72 > 72       Consequently, if we set pn(x) = p„(x; An)), we

see from (3.6) and (3-7) that ||l//(x) - I/o (x)||,    r0 col < C/sn/(1+e) tot all n >
77 '-•col    *     J —

72.,  where  C ■ max[2, B\,  from which it follows that
4

li \<    —  -<1
0[o.-](      -.*'«*•>*'l||/(x)     Pn(x)\\

the desired result of (3-2).   Finally, from (1.6), it is obvious that the Chebyshev

constants for  \/f satisfy  0<A        <A      ,     < • • •< A.    ,  and the result of (3-3)
' '       —    n,n —    77—l,n —        —     0,71'

follows immediately from (3.2).    Q.E.D.

We remark that the assumption in Theorem 4 that f(z) = 2!°_n a,z    have only

nonnegative Taylor coefficients  a,   is probably stronger than is needed in general.

For example, for f(z) - ez + 2e~z,  which has every other Taylor coefficient nega-

tive, the conclusion of (3.2) can be shown to be valid.   On the other hand, if we

consider f(z) = e z sin 2,  then f(z) does satisfy the growth condition of (3-1),

and has Taylor coefficients  a.   which are 7202" all nonnegative.   But as f(rrk) = 0

for all nonnegative integers  k,  it is clear that (3-2) could not hold for a?7.y sequence

\p (x)!°°_.   with  p    £n     for each n > 0.r77 77-0 r77 77 —

To show that the result of Theorem 5 contains the results of Theorems 1 and

2 as special cases, we prove

Theorem 6.  Let f(z) = 2?°_na,z    be an entire function with an > 0 and a,

> 0 for all k > 0, and assume that there exist finite numbers p > 0 and 0 < b < B

such that

_In Mir) In Mj,r)

(3.8) lim-= B, lim- = b.
r—.co TP r—<oa TP

Then, there exist real numbers A > 0,  s > 1,  and r   > 0 such that

(3-9) W/r. s)<, 4(||/|| Loc[0^9    forallr>rQ.

Thus, the conclusions of Theorem 5 are valid.

Proof.   For any  0 < e < b,  choose any 6 > 1   such that 8(b - e)/(B + e) > 1.   It

follows from (3.8) that there exists an  r (e)  such that

(3.10) e^'e)rP<Mfr)<e<-B+e)rP    fot all  r > r Q(e).

Because the Taylor coefficients  a,   of / are all nonnegative, we see that for any

s > 1,  and any r > 0, M Ar, s) = f(pr) = M Apr),  where  i¿ > 1   is given by (2.19).

Thus, to prove the inequality of (3-9) it suffices to show that there is a p > 1   for

which M Apr) < (M.(r))    fot all r > r (e).   But from the inequalities of (3.10), this

is true for p = [9(b - e)/(B + e)]1/p> 1.    Q.E.D.

We remark that as the assumption for perfectly regular growth of / in (1.5),
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as used in Theorem 2, is obviously stronger than the assumption of (3.8) of Theo-

rem 6, then Theorems 5 and 6 generalize the results of Theorem 2.

The next result, like that of Theorem 6, makes specific use of the sufficient

conditions of Theorem 5, and extends Theorem 6 to special entire functions of

order p = 0.

Theorem 7.   Let fiz) — ¿L,_a,z    be an entire function of order p = 0 with

a   > 0 and a, > 0 for all k > 0,  such that there exist finite numbers

_   In In Mir)

1 < p/ =   lim
In In r

and 0 < b. < B. such that

In Mf(r) In Mj,r)
-—- = B „ lim-
(lnr)Pl '-»(lnz)'

(3.11) lim-A— =B lim--ñ~br
.  — z,     \P/ z .       . p/        z

Then, there exists a sequence of real polynomials  \p  (x)\   _„  with  p    £ n     for
1 ' r     J r n        n-0 r n n   '

each 72 > 0 such that

(3.12) lim    <J
72 —»OO     1 pAx)     fix)

\/n

o[0.~]

Thus, the Chebyshev constants for  \/f satisfy (3-3) with q = oo.

Proof.   For any  0 < e < b,,  choose 0 > 1   such that (9(6, - e)/ÍB . + e) > 1.   It

follows from (3.11) that there is an  r (e)  such that

(3.13) e{br0(lnr)Pl<Mf(r)<e(Bl'e\lnr)Pl     for all   r>rQ(e).

Again, as in the proof of Theorem 6, the nonnegative Taylor coefficients of /

give us that M Ar, s) = f(pr) = zM.(pr)  for any s > 1,  any  r > 0,  where p  is given

by (2.19).   But, for any choice of s > 1,  it follows from (3-13) that there is an
^ ft

ris, e)> 0  such that M Ar, s) < i M Ar))     fot all   r> ris, e).    Thus, from Theorem 5,

(3.2) is evidently valid for a = oo,  which is the desired result of (3-12).     Q.E.D.

Finally, consider the entire function fiz) defined by

(3.14) f(z) = f^e-ttz-ldt.

As is readily verified, if fiz) = S^L   a,z   ,  then its Taylor coefficients, given by

a. = 1 f°V<<ln i)**        ¿>0,
k     k\ J i í

are all positive.   It can be verified that / is of order p = 1,  but it is not of finite

type, i.e.  lim^^ IniM ir))/r = + oo  (cf. (3.15)).   As such, Theorem 6 cannot be

applied.   But, we now show that Theorem 5 is applicable.   Because a,  > 0 for

all k > 0,  then as before, M Ar, s) = /(pr) = M (¡ir) and  222,(7) = f(r) fot all r > 0,
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where ti > 1   is given by (2.19).   For r > 1,  it follows from

/(r)-  ryV-lrf/-   (ïe-ttr-'dt=r(r)-   lle~'r*dt
Jo Jo Jo

that - 1 + e       + r(r) < f (r) < V(r) tot all r > 1.   Using Stirling's formula to esti-

mate r(r), we see that there are two positive constants  C.   and C    such that

(3.15) C1e"V~ií</to<C2«"V~VÍ     forall  r>l.

Then, it is readily verified that for any fixed s > 1   and any Ö > p(s), M Ar, s) =

M Apr) < (M Ar))     tot all r sufficiently large.   Hence, Theorem 5 is applicable for

any s > 1.   We similarly remark that the functions

/«-•♦Errs?   ■w-1 + Z'"(Jr!)   •   ">0-
n_2 (n In 72)    p 77=2       \       /

entire functions of order p > 0 but of type resp., B = 0 and  B = + co,  (cf. (3.8)),

fail to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6, but as in the previous example,

Theorem 5 is, however, applicable.

4.   Quasi-analytic extensions.   Following S. N. Bernstein (cf. [5, p. 373]),

let QA[0, + co]  denote the set of all real-valued continuous functions on  [0, + co)

such that if /,./-,  £ QA[0, + co]  with f Ax) = f Ax)  on some finite interval [a, b]

with  0<a<b< + oo,  then / Ax) = f Ax)  tot all x £ [0, + oa).   Then, the following

result is an easy extension of Theorem 3 to the set of quasi-analytic functions, in

the sense of S. N. Bernstein.

Theorem 8.   Let f(x)  be a real continuous function on [0, + co) with at most

a finite number of points  \x \m=.   in [0, + co) for which f(x.) = 0.   Assume that

there exist a sequence of real polynomials  \p (x)!°°_„  with p    £ n    lar each n>0.
1 ' r       J r n 72-0 r77 72    ' —      '

and a real number q > 1  such that

(4.1) lim
72 —.CO

Then, f £ QA[0, + co].

t/"-¿<l.

Pn{x)       A^HlJO.ooI

Proof.   For any  q.   with a > a    > 1,  it follows from (4.1) that there exists a

subsequence  \pnAx)\T-0  with n   < n   < ■ ■ ■   such that

(4-2) Hl/PÄfc- »//»Lja.-i - 1/9**   forail^°-

Fixing r > 0, let  k (r)  be the least integer such that

(4.3) q\k > q]k - mfr) > q\k/2    for all ft > k y(r).

Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 3 (cf. (2.11)), we have that
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(4-4) \\Pnk - fÜLjO.rl * 2mf{r)/C     f°r aU  ** 4l(r)'

which implies that

2722.2(7)

(4.5)        E    if;  0,r)S      inf       ||a     -/||L   [M<-¿p        *>*,(')•

But, by a well-known result of S. N. Bernstein (cf. [5, p.  373]), the inequality of

(4.5) implies that   / is quasi-analytic on  [0, r]  fot each r > 0,   i.e.  if g Ax) and

g Ax) ate quasi-analytic on [0, r] with g.(x) = g Ax)  on some proper subinterval

[a, ß] C [0, r], then g Ax) = g,(x)  for all x £ [0, r].   As this holds for each r > 0,

then / eQA[0, + o«].    Q.E.D.

We remark that other known results for quasi-analytic functions on finite in-

tervals can be directly applied to Theorem 3-   For example, using the technique

of Bernstein (cf. [5, p. 373]),  if the sequence íw, !T°_0   in (4.2) is such that the

ratio 72,+./t2,   is bounded as k —» oo, then fix) can be extended to an entire

function because of Theorem 3.   Similar extensions of Theorem 4 to quasi-analytic

functions on (— oo, + oo)  can also be made.

Added in proof.   Recently Reddy [A  contribution to rational Chebyshev

approximation to certain entire functions in [0, oo) (to appear)] replaced lim by

lim in (1.8) and also he proved under the assumptions of Theorem 6 that

lim iX., n)l/n < --     .,
72-oo      ° -     h/peB\U21/f,)P
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